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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

FLORIDA PANTHER AND BLACK BEAR: A ROAD AND URBAN
AVOIDANCE/UTILIZATION ANALYSIS AND IMPACTS OF LAND USE AND
CLIMATE CHANGE ON LARGE CARNIVORE HABITAT IN FLORIDA

Florida is expanding its urban borders into areas of the native habitat. Increased
expansion is predicted through the next several decades. Several sections of the state are
home to large carnivores, such as Florida panther and black bear, which are important to
ecosystem function. Expansion of roads and urban centers will greatly reduce the quality
and quantity of carnivore habitat. In this study, I used Euclidean distance analyses and
very high frequency (VHF) telemetry points to produce distance categories in which
carnivores either have a negative/neutral/positive association with roads and urban
centers. The seven black bear populations followed four different trends: 1) Slight
avoidance of roads and urban centers, 2) strong avoidance of roads and urban centers, 3)
neutrality toward roads and urban centers, and 3) one population with a positive
association of roads. Florida panther showed strong avoidance to roads and urban
centers. Finally I modeled Florida panther and black bear habitat using Maximum
Entropy Species Distribution software and placed future urban expansion and sea level
incursions associated with climate change over the habitat to find high priority
conservation areas.
KEYWORDS: Florida Panther, Black Bear, Road and Urban Avoidance, Euclidean
Distance Analysis, Sea Level Rise
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CHAPTER ONE: Road and Urban Avoidance/Utilization Analysis
SUMMARY
Florida is expanding its urban borders into areas of the native habitat. Increased
expansion is predicted through the next several decades. Several sections of the state are
home to large carnivores, such as Florida panther and black bear, which are important to
ecosystem function. Expansion of roads and urban centers will greatly reduce the quality
and quantity of carnivore habitat. In this study, I used Euclidean distance analyses and
very high frequency (VHF) telemetry points to produce distance categories in which
carnivores either have a negative/neutral/positive association with roads and urban
centers. The seven black bear populations followed four different trends: 1) Slight
avoidance of roads and urban centers, 2) strong avoidance of roads and urban centers, 3)
neutrality toward roads and urban centers, and 3) one population with a positive
association of roads. Florida panther showed strong avoidance to roads and urban
centers. I propose development buffers intended to decrease edge associations for
Florida panther and black bear in Florida. Research findings of this study can be used as
management guidance to mitigate urban sprawl into native habitat.
INTRODUCTION

Top predators can exert direct and indirect keystone influences on ecosystem

structure, function, and composition at multiple spatial and temporal scales (Paine 1966,
Terborgh 1988, McLaren and Peterson 1994). Consequently, the loss of members of this
apex trophic group can have unpredictable, often adverse ecological and economic
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impacts (Cote et al. 2004, Myers et al. 2007). Where humans populate, large carnivores
have fared poorly or become extinct (Woodroffe 2000).
Although historically ubiquitous throughout most of Florida, overexploitation and
habitat degradation and loss during the late 19th and early 20th centuries caused drastic
reductions in range and abundance of the black bear (Ursus americanus floridanus) and
Florida panther (Puma concolor coryi), the state’s only two extant large carnivores. Only
around 100 – 120 federally endangered panthers remain and occur primarily in the
extreme southern portion of the peninsula (US Fish and Wildlife Service 2008). An
estimated 500-1250 black bear occur in eight disjunct subpopulations ranging from Eglin
Air Force Base in the northern panhandle to Big Cypress National Preserve in the
southwest portion of the peninsula (Maehr 2001). Despite resource-intensive singlespecies management efforts by multiple agencies (e.g. establishment of the Florida
Panther National Wildlife Refuge), and recent adoption and implementation of a
relatively ambitious and well-funded statewide ecological network plan (Hoctor et al.
2000), the projected doubling of the human population and associated human
development in Florida over the next half-century (Zwick and Carr 2006) threaten the
viability of both panther and black bear.
Previous habitat use studies have characterized Florida panther and black bear as
forest obligates (Maehr and Wooding 1992, Maehr et al. 1992, Maehr 1997, Maehr et al.
2004, Cox et al. 2006), although both incorporate a mosaic of other habitats within their
home ranges, but avoid urban areas (Maehr 2001, Kautz 2006). Vehicle impact on roads
is a major cause of death for both species, producing 89.5% of known black bear
mortalities and more panther mortality than any other source (Florida Fish and Wildlife
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Conservation Commission, 2007). Orlando (2003) observed avoidance of roads by black
bear of the state’s smallest subpopulation. However, a comprehensive road and urban
influences on these two species at a landscape scale has not been examined. This research
expands on previous habitat studies by examining the relationship between the core
habitats of both black bear and Florida panther in relation to surrounding roads and urban
centers.

METHODS
We used a Euclidean distance-based analysis in ArcGIS 9.2 (ESRI Inc. Redlands,
CA) to characterize the relationship between panther and black bear occurrence and
human development (urban areas and roads). A Euclidean distance analysis uses a spatial
analyst tool that calculates the distance from the center of a source cell, in this case cells
categorized as road or urban area, to the center of each of the surrounding cells. It
measures the shortest linear distance between a pair of cells. Our database consisted of
very high frequency (VHF) radio-telemetry locations for 108 adult panthers (60 females
and 48 males) collected from February 1981 – March 2003 in south Florida (Florida Fish
and Wildlife Conservation Commission), and 208 adult black bear (98 females and 110
males) collected from August 1988 – February 2006 in 7 of the 8 recognized state
subpopulations from several research studies (Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission, Maehr 1997, Dobey et al 2005). We used the 2004 Developed Lands GIS
data layer complied by Florida Natural Areas Inventory (FNAI 2004) to create an urban
cover type layer. Developed lands were classified as areas with buildings and other
impermeable surfaces such as parking lots and roads, while parks, golf courses, and
3

agriculture were not included (FNAI 2004) A merged combination of city, county, state,
and federal GIS road data (Florida Department of Transportation 2007) was used to
create a single statewide road layer. All roads included in the study were paved roads;
we did not differentiate between road classes, and assumed that all roads are barriers to
dispersal.
To better characterize the space use patterns for bear and panther, 95%
distribution kernels were created using all telemetry points for each bear subpopulation
and panther population. A kernel density function calculates the density of point features
and creates a polygon around the point features. These kernels allow our analysis to only
study areas these species populate and not areas they do not, since including unoccupied
areas would skew results towards avoidance because of a lack of presence. A buffer of 5
kilometers was created around each kernel to create the layer for this analysis. Five
kilometers was chosen because the max daily movement for black bear is approximately
6 kilometers (Alt et al. 1980). Five-kilometer buffered kernels encompass movements
from all individuals within each subpopulation while not including too much area that is
not used by small isolated subpopulations.
Within each buffered area, Euclidean distance maps were created. The value for
each cell on the Euclidean distance map represents the distance from that cell to the
nearest urban area or road. To facilitate further analysis, distances were reclassified into
distance categories (Figures. 1.1 and 1.2). Distances from 0 – 899 m (distance category
1 – 3) were divided using 300 m interval. Research conducted in south Florida on
Florida panther estimate telemetry error at 230 m (Belden et al. 1998). Our distance
categories reflect these findings for south Florida and use a conservative estimate of 300
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m for our distance categories. A 300 meter interval also allows for terrain induced
differences from south Florida to north Florida. Due to decreased animal-road and
animal-urban interactions (Mattson et al 1987, McLellan and Shackleton 1988), larger
intervals were used for areas with distance value of > 899 m (900 – 2,999m, 3,000 –
4,999m, 5,000 – 6,999m, 7,000 – 8,999m, 9,000 – 14,999m, and 15,000 – 30,000m).
The percentage of cells within each distance category was summarized for each
area. For each individual animal, Euclidean distance values for telemetry points were
extracted, and the percentage of points within each distance category was also
summarized. Utilization was calculated by dividing each subpopulation’s mean frequency
in each distance category by the corresponding frequency of the distance category for
each area. Numbers less than 1 indicated a negative association, equal to 1 neutral
association, and greater than 1 positive association. Within each subpopulation, simple ttests were performed for each distance category to assess whether the average percentage
of observed points and the percentage of available background differed significantly from
each other.
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was employed using SAS software
(SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) to examine if there are different utilization patterns s
between sexes, among subpopulations, and among land cover types. We used a habitat
classification system (Appendix 1.A and 1.B) that ranked habitats based on previous
habitat selection studies. We reclassified the Florida Vegetation and Land Cover Data
2003 into 1 of 7 general cover types. Reclassified land cover categories included 7
classes: 3 “selected” (dry, wet, suitable but uninhabited areas) cover types, 2 “neutral”
cover types considered neither selected nor avoided (neutral, potential canopy cover
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only), and 2 “avoided” cover types (dry and wet). Habitat types were then extracted for
each VHF telemetry point. Utilization frequencies per distance category by cover type
were calculated for each animal. The MANOVA examined how the independent
variables, sex, sub-population, and cover types, influenced the dependent variable,
utilization frequency per distance category.

RESULTS

Road and Urban Development Road density varies among different

subpopulations. Road density was the greatest in the Greater Chassahowitzka

Ecosystem black bear population with 33% of their cells falling within 1,000 meters
of roads, followed by Ocala National Forest, Eglin Air Force Base, Apalachicola

National Forest, and Highlands County (Figure 1.1). Osceola National Forest and the
South-West black bear populations had the lowest road densities of the sub-

populations with less than 20% of their cells falling within 1,000 meters of roads.

The single panther population also had low road densities with only approximately
13% of cells falling within 1,000 meters of roads.

Urban development was the highest in the Eglin Air Force Base population,

where over half of the cells fall within 1,000 meters from urban areas, followed by the
Greater Chassahowitzka Ecosystem, Highlands County, Ocala National Forest, and
South-West Florida black bear populations (Figure 1.2). Apalachicola and Osceola
National Forests have less than 20% of their cells falling within 1,000 meters of urban
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areas. The single panther population in South-west Florida has approximately 20% of
their cells falling within 1,000 meters of urban areas.

Road avoidance The road avoidance pattern for Florida black bear was

significantly different among subpopulations but not different between genders.

There are four general road association patterns observed among the seven bear

subpopulations (Figure 1.3). The first pattern can be generalized as moderate-roadavoidance, as observed in the Eglin and Apalachicola subpopulations (Figures 1.3a,
1.3b, respectively). Bears in these subpopulations generally avoid areas very close
to roads (0 – 299m). The second pattern can be generalized as strong-roadavoidance, as observed in the Osceola, Chassahowitzka, and Highlands

subpopulation (Figures 1.3c, 1.3e, and 1.3f, respectively), in which bears avoid areas
closer than 900 meters from roads in the Osceola and Chassahowitzka

subpopulation and less than 600 meters from roads in the Highlands subpopulation.
The third pattern can be generalized as neutral towards roads in the closest

distance category, as observed in the Ocala subpopulation (Figure 1.3d). The fourth
pattern was only found in the South-West Florida population which shows a

positive association with areas around roads from 0 – 2,999m, with an avoidance of
areas over 3,000 meters away from road system (Figure 1.3g).

No statistically significant differences in road avoidance patterns between males

and females were observed for Florida panther. Generally, Florida panther are negatively
associated with areas < 3,000 meters from the road and are positively associated with
areas >3,000 meters away from the road (Figure 1.4).
7

Urban avoidance Multivariate analysis of black bear urban avoidance indicated

that there were different avoidance patterns among different subpopulations and

between genders. Both male and female black bear avoided areas within 300 meters
of an urban area; however, males distanced themselves more from urban areas than
females (Figure 1.5). Female bears had a higher presence within areas between 300
and 899 meters away from an urban area than male bears, while male bears had a
higher association with areas between 900 and 6,999 meters to urban areas.

Three different urban avoidance patterns were found for the seven black bear

subpopulations (Figure 1.6). The first pattern can be generalized as moderate-avoidance,
as observed in Eglin and Chassahowitzka subpopulations (Figures 1.6a, 1.6e). Bears in
these subpopulations generally avoid areas very close to urban development (0 – 299m).
The second pattern can be generalized as strong-urban-avoidance, as observed in the
Apalachicola, Osceola, Ocala, and Highlands subpopulations (Figures 1.6b, 1.6c, 1.6d,
and 1.6f, respectively), in which bears avoid areas closer than 900 meters from urban
areas in the Apalachicola and Osceola subpopulation and closer than 600 meters from
urban areas in the Ocala and Highlands subpopulations. The third pattern can be
generalized as neutral towards urban centers in the closest distance categories, as
observed in the South-west Florida subpopulation (Figure 1.6g).
No statistically significant urban avoidance patterns between male and female
Florida panther were observed. Generally, Florida panther associate negatively with
areas within 900 m from urban areas and are positively associated with areas >900 meters
from urban areas (Figure 1.7).
8

Habitat associations (Appendix 3) For every animal, both in relation to roads and
urban centers, a large majority of VHF points fall in the selected and neutral habitat
classes, as well as the furthest distances from roads and urban centers. These

observations are seen for the single panther population in the state as well as all
seven black bear subpopulations analyzed. In six of the seven black bear

populations over 85% of the VHF points were found >1,000 m from roads, while in
the South-West Florida population 70.5% of the VHF points were found >1,000 m
from roads, but in every population over 90% of the VHF points were found in

neutral or selected habitats. Florida panther had over 90% of VHF points > 1,000 m
from roads and over 90% of the VHF points in neutral and selected habitats.

The urban areas/habitat analysis had slightly different findings. In five of the

seven black bear populations over 85% of the VHF points were found > 1,000 m from
urban areas, while in the Eglin and South-West Florida populations were found to have
81% and 73%, respectively, of VHF points > 1,000 m, but again in every population over
90% of the VHF points were found in neutral or selected habitats. Florida panther had
over 90% of VHF points > 1,000m from urban areas and over 90% of the VHF points in
neutral and selected habitats.
A multivariate analysis of variance found that a black bear or panther’s presence
in a habitat type, whether avoided, neutral, or selected, was not due to sex but distance
from roads and urban centers. A large majority of all animal VHF points were found in
selected and neutral habitats and at the furthest distances. Avoided areas were utilized
more in areas furthest from roads, while areas around roads and urban areas that were
9

selected and neutral habitats were more likely to have presence locations than avoided
areas near roads and urban areas

DISCUSSION
There are many threats that currently jeopardize the habitats and equivalently the
survival of Florida panther and black bear. These threats include: habitat loss and
fragmentation (due to urbanization, agriculture, canals, and increased recreation),
poaching, and road mortality (Maehr 1992, Maehr et al. 2002, Maehr et al. 2003, Cox et
al. 2006). Urbanization creates unnatural barriers that discourage dispersal and possibly
trap animals in areas that are less than suitable in larger unrestricted populations (Maehr
et al. 2003). Florida panther are also susceptible to parasite and disease epidemics, and
share genetic diversity concerns with isolated black bear populations due to low numbers
(Wear and Greis 2002, Maehr et al. 2003, Orlando 2003). Global climate change
threatens the viability of low lying coastal habitats due to sea level rise and increased
hurricane intensity. It will also threaten the vegetative composition of forests due to
temperature changes, precipitation changes, and shifting fire regimes. The combination
of these concerns could spell disaster for much of the flora and fauna of Florida,
including the Florida panther and black bear. The loss of either species could produce
cascading effects throughout Florida’s ecosystems.
Increased urbanization (Zwick and Carr 2006) will further fragment the already
highly denatured Florida landscape, lead to increased hostile or deadly human-wildlife
interactions, and result in further loss of genetic diversity. The expansion of Florida’s
urban centers and roadways will increase pressure on all wilderness species but perhaps
10

large carnivores that require large home ranges will experience the most pressure. Urban
growth is predicted to overtake approximately 2.8 million hectares of agriculture and
native habitat by the year 2060 (Zwick and Carr 2006).
For urban interactions male and female black bear differed. Both sexes are
avoiding areas near urban centers, but males were statistically different from females in
the closest distance category. Male black bear that have not established a home range use
areas close to urban areas more than females in order to locate a suitable home range. In
the next 600 meters females are either neutral toward or utilizing these areas while males
are neutral or avoiding them. Females concentrate in these distance categories. Female
home ranges are smaller than males and dissect other female home ranges. They usually
only disperse short distances from their mother’s home range. From 900 – 6,999m both
sexes are utilizing these areas but males are significantly different from females and are
utilizing these areas at a greater frequency. In many situations these are the highest
quality habitats and as expected populated by dominate males. The furthest distances
from urban centers points towards utilization by females and avoidance by males. The
reasoning for males to be avoiding the furthest distances areas is unknown.
Significant different urban and road avoidance pattern were found among
different sub-populations. The first population examined was the Eglin Air Force Base
population located in the far western part of the panhandle of Florida close to the
Alabama border. The results for both roads and urban centers were similar, moderate
avoidance. Eglin is a working Air Force base and crisscrossed with roads and facilities.
The base does have a natural resource management team, but black bear in this area deal
with roads and urban centers more readily than other populations.
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The second population is from Apalachicola National Forest located in the middle
of the panhandle on the Gulf coast. Apalachicola population had moderate road
avoidance and strong urban avoidance. Apalachicola is the largest National Forest in the
state and the closest large city is Tallahassee. Large tracts of roadless areas could explain
the strong urban avoidance. State route 65 runs through the western part of the forest and
all black bear telemetry points are to the east of 65. State route 267 runs through the
northern part of the forest but black bear are found on either side. The majority of black
bear are using interior forests where county roads sparsely intersect, but interactions do
occur, perhaps explaining the moderate road avoidance.
The third population inhabits the Osceola National Forest, corresponding
conservation easements, and mostly public land. The population is located in North
Florida near the Georgia border. The Osceola population has a strong avoidance to both
roads and urban centers. These large avoidance zones could be due to an abundance of
interior forests and lack of edge interactions. Interstate 10 crosses the southern portion of
the Osceola National Forest on its way to Jacksonville, while US 90 crosses the forest
even further south than I 10 along with US 441 crossing the western portion of the
population. Smaller roads are found in the northern and largest section of the forest, but
all black bear telemetry points were north of I 10 and US 90 and east of US 441,
populating large roadless areas of public and private land.
The Ocala National Forest population is located in north /central Florida southeast of Gainesville and north-west of Orlando. The Ocala population has neutral road
associations and strong urban avoidance. Black bear in Ocala appear to be accustomed to
roads and maneuvering over them. State route 40 runs east-west through the forest, State
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route 19 runs north south, and three county roads cross interior sections of the forest. The
majority of black bear inhabit interior sections, although road interaction is likely. Again
as in previous populations, urban development seems to be the key deterrent of black
bear movements.
The Greater Chassahowitzka Ecosystem (GCE) black bear population is located
on the gulf coast of Florida north of Tampa Bay. Black bear in the GCE are faced with
geographic and genetic isolation. The GCE is made up of several sections of public land
which act as islands for biota, the major one being the Chassahowitzka National Wildlife
Refuge and the Goethe State Forest. In this fragmented area black bear only inhabit an
area that is approximately 10,000 meters wide, and are persistent in avoiding areas close
to roads. The Chassahowitzka population has strong road avoidance and a moderate
urban avoidance. US road 98 and 19 join together to form the eastern boundary of the
population. With close proximity to urban centers, the combination of road and urban
interactions increase, which has caused Chassahowitzka bears to retreat towards the gulf
and away from development.
The Highlands County black bear population also faces several challenges. It is
located in central Florida just north-west of Lake Okeechobee. This population faces a
matrix of urban, agriculture, and forest, with limited public land and conservation
easements. The Highlands County population has strong road avoidance and a strong
urban avoidance. US road 27 runs north-south through the county and State route 70 runs
east-west; Black bear inhabit both sides of the roads. Some Highlands County black bear
are relegated to isolated areas avoiding roads and urban centers, while some traverse
development daily.
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The South-West black bear population is found mostly in the Big Cypress
National Reserve, Florida Panther National Wildlife refuge, Fakahatchee Strand Preserve
State Park, and Picayune Strand State Forest and is about 45 miles west of Miami. It is
the largest of the black bear populations in the state. The South-West Florida population
had a positive association with roads and neutral urban associations. Interstate 75
commonly referred to as Alligator Alley, in this region, and US 41 further south run eastwest through the population. State route 29 dissects the population north-south. Perhaps
black bear are utilizing wildlife underpasses and easements and this could lead to
utilization of areas around roads. There could also be some environmental factors at
work forcing black bear out of some areas of the reserve due to lack of habitat into areas
with closer affiliation to roads. Everglades National Park makes up the southern and
eastern boundary of the population. Open freshwater-marsh habitat is not preferred and
could force black bear to use areas around major roads, which other black bear
populations would avoid.
The panther road and urban analysis seemed to show better trends throughout the
data. The MANOVA analysis confirmed that there are no difference between male and
female panthers when it comes to utilization of areas associated with roads and urban
centers. Panthers were found to have a strong road and urban avoidance. Panthers are
relegated to the south-west portion of the state, and females are restricted to south of the
Caloosahatchee River, which flows from Lake Hicpochee near Lake Okeechobee to the
Gulf of Mexico. They range in the same region as the South-West Florida black bear, but
extend further south and east into Everglades National Park and further north into the
Corkscrew Swamp Area and Okaloacoochee Slough State Forest as well as private lands.
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Florida panther deal with Alligator Alley and other major roads as well as scattered
county roads through this sparsely populated areas of Florida.
This population specific information is potentially valuable to land managers, but
one potential pitfall with the data could slightly alter the results. Time lags exist between
urbanization within the past thirty years and when the VHF locations for Florida panther
and black bear were taken (1981 – 2006). The 2004 developed lands data are different
from the Florida landscape two decades ago. Although we do not expect this to cause
major problems, some areas that were habitat when the locations were taken could have
been converted to urban making it seem that animals are utilizing the areas. Much of the
change is on private lands, while public lands, where many of the VHF points are located,
are expected to stay relatively stable.
Finally our research looked at the association between habitat locations, roads,
and urban centers. Significant differences were found when habitat presence frequencies
were compared with habitat type and subpopulation. These results inform that each
subpopulation displays different characteristics due to the makeup of the land in which
the animals persist. Although each subpopulation is different they all show significant
differences among habitat type, leaning towards the selected habitats in all the distance
categories. Black bear and panther are avoiding areas near roads and urban centers for
many different reasons: edge effects, lack of habitat, ect. These results provide
information that point to strong overall ecosystem structure and functionality as strong
indicators of black bear and panther presence, not simply a patch of habitat selected
habitat.
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Utilization findings lends toward the idea that black bear are better adapted to
human habitation and could be more successful than Florida panther in an increasingly
fragmented landscape because several black bear populations utilized areas close to roads
and urban centers. Black bear were found to have on average longer avoidance zone for
urban areas, than around areas associated with roads. Conversely, Florida panther had
long aversions for roads and urban centers. Florida panther were found to have an
average longer aversion to roads than urban centers. Large roadless areas in Florida are
sparse once past current public lands. Black bear, which have been shown to utilize areas
closer to roads and urban centers, are able to survive in an increasingly fragmented
landscape. This information lends towards management implications responsible for the
preservation of large roadless areas both public and private and the acquisition of private
areas for future panther colonization.
Different black bear populations should be managed differently because this
research confirmed that all populations are significantly different from each other. Some
of the small populations have drastically different results for road and urban avoidance,
while some show similar patterns in both analyses. In large black bear populations’
trends were difficult to find. The management of these animals may require a closer look
at the environmental factors in the separate populations. Gender differences were also
apparent in black bear, but only for urban avoidance. Female black bear utilize the
furthest distances from urban centers while males are more even distributed across
distances.
Our research builds on previous Florida panther and black bear research but also
provides new information. This research provides wildlife managers potential guidelines
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for future land acquisition or buffers from future development near protected areas for the
management of Florida’s black bear and panther populations. Increased roads in an area
usually bring increased urbanization; conversely, increased urbanization usually brings
increased roads.
The restoration of landscapes across the state of Florida on private and public
lands will increase the persistence of both species. This research is equivalent with the
notion that large carnivores require large sections of continuous forest as habitat (Maehr
1990, Clark et al. 1996). Roads and urban centers act as obstructions of dispersal within
a population and with regional, perhaps, meta-populations. The installation of Florida’s
greenway network and other such projects to enhance connectivity will greatly increase
the long term viability of small black bear populations and the entire Florida panther
population (Hoctor et al 2000).
Long term planning for future panther expansion to habitats out of the south-west
portion should adhere to guidelines as well. Greenway buffers should administer this
information as a minimal width for a corridor. The width of the greenway should be
adhered to the specific species in question, but using the Florida panther, which is an
umbrella species, with likely the greatest intolerance of fragmentation, would provide
more than enough cover for black bear, prey species, birds, herpetofauna, and
invertebrates to disperse with reduced stress. Developers near the separate black bear
habitats can use this information before development to mitigate damages to black bear
ranges. Again using the black bear as an umbrella species, leaving a buffer of forest
between habitat and development will not only benefit black bear but many other species
as well.
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The long term viability of black bear in the state of Florida does not seem to be at
risk, but there are several distinct populations that are highly threatened by human-caused
challenges. The survival of these populations could depend on landscape management
currently underway. Proper development buffers and corridor connections within and
with surrounding regional populations will increase the capability of these populations to
survive.
The long term viability of Florida panther in the state of Florida faces several
challenges. Some are environmental, but many of the challenges are man-made. By
reducing encroaching urbanization and restoring degraded habitats humans have the
ability to limit the stress on this species. Providing expansive room for panthers to
subsist, copulate, and disperse will allow them to overcome many environmental
challenges. If the vice-grip of urbanization and fragmentation continues to tighten then
the probability of future survival diminishes as well.
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Figure 1.1. Roads Euclidean Distance Variable
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Figure 1.2. Urban Euclidean Distance Variable
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Figure 1.3. Black Bear Road Avoidance by Subpopulation
a: Eglin black bear road avoidance
b: Apalachicola black bear road avoidance
c: Osceola black bear road avoidance
d: Ocala black bear road avoidance
e: Chassahowitzka black bear road avoidance
f: Highlands black bear road avoidance
g: South-West Florida black bear road avoidance
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Denotes no significant difference between the mean frequency and the background
frequency. All other distance categories differed from 1 with p < 0.05.
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Figure 1.5. Female vs. Male Black Bear Urban Avoidance
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Figure 1.6. Black Bear Urban Avoidance by Subpopulation
a: Eglin black bear urban avoidance
b: Apalachicola black bear urban avoidance
c: Osceola black bear urban avoidance
d: Ocala black bear urban avoidance
e: Chassahowitzka black bear urban avoidance
f: Highlands black bear urban avoidance
g: South-West Florida black bear urban avoidance
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Denotes no significant difference between the mean frequency and the background
frequency. All other distance categories differed from 1 with p < 0.05.
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Figure 1.7. Florida Panther Urban Avoidance
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CHAPTER TWO: Impacts of Land Use and Climate Change on Large Carnivore
Habitat in Florida
SUMMARY
This research examines the relationship between Florida’s most charismatic fauna and
flora, and future change. Specifically we look at the relationship between Florida black
bear (Ursus americanus), Florida panther (Puma concolor), their habitats, and future
conditions in Florida. Several variables were used to create a species distribution model
utilizing Maximum Entropy Species Distribution Modeling software. The species
distribution model for each species was then overlain with sea level rise and urban sprawl
predictions. These new layers allow us to predict which areas of habitat are most at risk
from rising sea level and urban sprawl along with predicting viable areas for dispersal.
This study infers management implications forecasting catastrophic climate change
events and urban growth. Proper insight will allow land managers the foresight to save
Florida’s top predators, as well as, their unique ecosystems and the roles they play in
them.

INTRODUCTION
Global climate change threatens to rapidly alter ecological and evolutionary
processes in profound and unpredictable ways, some of which may cause reduction or
loss of biodiversity and ecosystem function at multiple spatial and temporal scales (Peters
and Lovejoy 1992, Schneider and Root 2002). Islands and low-lying coastal areas are
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particularly vulnerable to inundation from sea-level rise caused by rising global
temperatures (Titus 2001, Castaneda and Putz 2007, Hopkinson et al. 2008).
Perhaps no other area in the United States is more at risk in the short-term (next
50-100 yrs.) to effects of climate change than Florida. Predicted climate change effects
here include a temperature increase between 5°F and 10°F (by 2100), a 10% reduction in
precipitation and more frequent and longer droughts, more intense and frequent
hurricanes, and sea level rise of 1.5m/century (Bindoff et al. 2007) to 5m/century
(Schubert et al. 2006, Stanton and Ackerman 2007).
Compounding these looming environmental changes is rapid human population
growth and associated development during the past century and that predicted to come
(Zwick and Carr 2006). Highly denatured at the landscape-level, Florida still contains
areas of high biodiversity and endemism within its 2 biotic provinces (Whitney et al
2004). Although peninsular Florida has experienced periodic sea level fluctuations and its
associated biota have evolved with these fluctuations in sea-level rise, human
development has fragmented the landscape in ways that for most species have reduced
the number or eliminated potential routes of connectivity with their continental
conspecifics (Harris 1999). Without viable escape routes to the mainland, survival
prospects for much of Florida’s biota appears grim, particularly those requiring large
areas or have limited or no means of dispersal.
Historically ubiquitous in most portions of the state, the federally endangered
Florida panther (Puma concolor coryi) and threatened black bear (Ursus americanus
floridanus) are now geographically restricted and constitute Florida’s only 2 extant large
carnivores. Only about 10– - 120 panthers remain and are confined to the extreme
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southern portion of the peninsula (US Fish and Wildlife Service 2008). An estimated
500-1250 black bear occur in 8 disjunct subpopulations ranging from Eglin Air Force
Base in the northern panhandle to Big Cypress Preserve in the southwest portion of the
peninsula (Maehr 2001). Both panther and black bear exert keystone influences on
Florida’s ecosystem through predation and seed dispersal, respectively, and are culturally
and economically important to the state (Maehr 1992, Maehr and Wooding 1992).
Consequently, the loss of either species could have profound ecological and sociological
impacts.
Research on panther and black bear in Florida has largely focused on taxonomy,
life history, and resource selection (Maehr 1997). Although coarse statewide habitat
suitability analyses for both species have been performed (Hoctor 2000), the impact of
projected sea level rise and increased urbanization on habitat availability for both species
has not been examined. We created a predictive model that combined effects of predicted
sea level rise and urban sprawl on habitat availability and connectivity for both panther
and black bear. Our predictive model identified inundated and sanctuary habitats
throughout the state of Florida in efforts to provide wildlife managers and land stewards a
coarse-scale prognostication of potential habitat change scenarios that could impact the
viability of both species.

METHODS
We used the Maximum Entropy Species Distribution Modeling software V 3.2.19
(Phillips et al 2006) to create current habitat suitability maps for both panther and black
bear in Florida. Next we modeled predicted sea level rise (Schubert et al. 2006, Bindoff
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et al. 2007) and urban sprawl (Zwick and Carr 2006) effects on habitat suitability for both
species, and identified potential habitable areas reflecting these influences. Habitat
suitability was characterized by availability and size of preferred land cover types and
proximity to linear features found important to each species in previous studies (Maehr
1992, Maehr and Wooding 1992, Maehr et al 2001, Maehr et al 2003, Cox et al. 2006,
Kautz et al 2006, Unger 2007, Land et al 2008). Variables used in our model were the
same for black bear and panther with the exception of patch size. Despite being a forest
obligate (Maehr 1997), panthers have been found to use a variety of patch sizes in south
Florida (Kautz et al 2006).
We reclassified the Florida Vegetation and Land Cover Data 2003 into 1 of 7
general cover types that were then ranked based on previous habitat selection studies or
potential likelihood of habitation based on these same findings (Appendix 1.A, 1.B).
Reclassified land cover categories included 7 classes: 3 “selected” (dry, wet, suitable but
uninhabited areas) cover types, 2 “neutral” cover types considered neither selected nor
avoided (neutral, potential canopy cover only), and 2 “avoided” cover types (dry and
wet).
Habitat and patch size are a closely related variables. Studies looking at patch
size requirements for black bear have suggested that the minimum habitat requirement for
this species is a forest patch size of 300 ha (Mykytka and Pelton 1990, Unger 2007) with
a patch size of ≥ 1000 ha considered optimal and “remote” (Rudis and Tansey 1995,
Unger 2007). Our black bear habitat patch size variable combines the three major habitat
trends (selected, neutral, avoided) and the findings from patch size studies. As such, we
categorized and then ranked selected habitats into patch size classes as follows: 0 – 299
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ha = 1, 300 – 1,000 ha = 2, and >1,000 ha = 3; neutral black bear habitat categories were
classified and ranked as follows: 0 – 299 ha = 4, 300 – 1,000 ha = 5, and > 1,000 ha = 6,
and cover types that were avoided were given a value of zero. Patch variables (0 – 6) are
not continuous (i.e. increasing numbers do not ascertain greater habitat value) but are
categorical. We chose to use categorical data over continuous data because we did not
want to create a relationship within the patch variables that does not exist. We do not
want to pass judgment on whether black bear prefer the largest neutral patch over the
smallest selected patch. Therefore employing categorical data allows our analysis to
show each category as unique, and not a related continuous variable.
We used the 2004 Florida Natural Areas Inventory Developed Lands raster data
as an urban layer and a novel Florida road layer created by combining County, State, US,
and Interstate roadways (Florida Department of Transportation, Transportation Statistics
Office 2003) These two layers were used to calculate the Euclidean distance of panther
and black bear locations to urban areas and roads, respectively, using the Euclidean
Distance tool in ArcGIS 9.2 (ESRI, Redlands, CA). Animal distance to urban areas and
roads was categorized and ranked from 0 – 100 m = 1 to 30,000 – 50,000 m = 17,
whereby areas closest to roads and urban centers are differentiated with 100 meter
distances because these areas have the most animal/road interactions, and those farther
away were categorized with larger distance intervals (1,000m – 9,000m x 2,000m,
9,000m – 15,000m, 15,000m – 30,000m, and 30,000m – 50,000m) because road and
urban effects decrease with distance (Mattson et al 1987, McLellan and Shackleton
1988).
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We produced a probability of occurrence map for both black bear and panther by
inputting very high frequency (VHF) telemetry points of each species, and habitat, road,
and urban variables into Maximum Entropy Species Distribution Modeling (MaxEnt)
software V 3.2.19 (Phillips et al 2004, 2006). Model variables were ranked according to
contribution to the model. Model verification was conducted for each species by
substituting VHF locations with an equal number of random points generated within the
study area. Model verification output yielded a receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve and its corresponding area under the curve (AUC) value. AUC is a measure of
overall accuracy independent of any threshold (Fielding and Bell 1997), and represents
the upper bound of habitat suitability. A comparison between VHF locations and random
locations-based models using the maximum cumulative frequencies difference method
(Browning et al. 2005, Thompson et al. 2006, Fei et al. 2007) identified differences
between models and the threshold value at which suitable habitat occurred.
We modeled the individual and combined effects of predicted sea level rise from
climate change (Schubert et al. 2006, Bindoff et al. 2007, Stanton and Ackerman 2007)
and urban sprawl (Zwick and Carr 2006) on availability of suitable panther and black
bear habitat. We used 3 sea level rise scenarios (1 m, 3 m, and 5 m) x 3 urbanization
scenarios (2020, 2040, and 2060) to evaluate potential habitat loss to each species as a
result of inundation or urbanization. Because black bear currently occupy 8 distinct
subpopulations in Florida, we created 3 regional models (Panhandle, North/Central, and
Southern) to increase our predictive power at a regional scale. The Panhandle region
included bear populations at Eglin Air Force Base, Apalachicola National Forest, and the
western portion of Osceola National Forest. The North/Central region included bear
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populations at Osceola National Forest, Ocala National Forest, Greater Chassahowitzka
National Wildlife Refuge area, and the northern portion of Highlands County. The
Southern region included bear populations at Highlands County and the Greater Big
Cypress National Preserve area.

RESULTS
Year 2003 Habitat Suitability Models
Panther (Figure 2.1)
Our Florida panther habitat suitability model (AUC = 0.857) significantly differed
from random (Figure 2.2). Relative contributions of variables to the telemetry-based
model were vegetation cover type (0.501), urban (-0.358), and roads (-0.141), where
positive values were positively associated with presence locations while negative values
portrayed areas negatively associated with presence locations. A threshold analysis
calculated using the difference between the cumulative frequency distributions of the
telemetry locations and random points was 22%. We subsequently inflated the threshold
to 25% to make conservative habitat suitability predictions. Statewide, 17% (2.9 x 106
ha) of Florida was classified as suitable panther habitat, with 37% (1.1 x 106 ha) of the
suitable habitat having a habitat suitability ≥ 50, and 12% (3.4 x 105 ha) ≥ 75 (Table 3).
Model validation, performed by withholding 18,964 (33%) panther locations not included
in the habitat suitability model, indicated that 85% of the panther locations were located
in areas of favorable habitat predicted by a priori validation threshold in the model.
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Black Bear (Figure 2.3 – 2.5)
Each of our regional black bear habitat suitability models significantly differed
from random (Panhandle, AUC = 0.800; North/Central, AUC = 0.870, Southern, AUC =
0.805), and relative contributions of explanatory variables to each model varied by
region. In the Panhandle region, patch size of cover types (0.364), roads (-0.291), urban (0.236), and vegetation cover type (0.109) explained the variation in the model. In the
North/Central region, patch size of cover types (0.755) explained most of the model
variation followed by urban (-0.147), vegetation cover type (0.083), and roads (-0.016).
Similarly in the Southern region, patch size of cover types (0.701) explained most of the
model variation, followed by vegetation cover type (0.134), roads (-0.120), and urban (0.040).
The habitat suitability threshold differed by region (Panhandle 34, North/Central
28, and Southern 22) and each was rounded up (Panhandle 35, North/Central 30, and
Southern 25) to make conservative predictions of habitat suitability. Approximately 19%
(3.3 x 106 ha) was classified as suitable habitat with 49% (1.6 x 106 ha) of the suitable
habitat having a habitat suitability ≥ 50, and 12.1% (3.9 x 105 ha) ≥ 75 (Table 1). Model
validation, performed by withholding 33% of bear locations within each region
(Panhandle 1,698 locations, North/Central 3,658 locations, and Southern 2,568 locations)
from the habitat suitability model, indicated that bear locations were located in areas of
favorable habitat most of the time (Panhandle 80%, North/Central 87%, and Southern
91%).
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Future Habitat Suitability Models

We created a set of future habitat suitability models for panther and black bear

that were influenced by different levels of projected sea level increase (1m, 3m, and 5m)
and urban growth (2020, 2040, 2060) scenarios (Table 2.2 – 2.5). Our model indicated
that a predicted sea level rise of 1m, 3m, and 5m conservatively inundated 2.7 x 106 ha
(16.1%), 4.0 x 106 (23.7%), and 5.4 x 106 (32.0%) of total land area in Florida,
respectively (Table 2.6). Predicted urban growth by the years 2020, 2040, and 2060
conservatively converted 7.9 x 105 ha (4.6%), 1.8 x 106 ha (10.3%), and 2.7 x 106 ha
(15.6%) of total land area in Florida into development, respectively (Table 2.9).
Panther
A projected increase in sea level in our model reduced availability of panther
habitat (Table 2.6). With a minimum sea level rise of 1 m, at least 8.5% of the lower
quality habitat currently available to the panther was lost to rising seas. The availability
of higher quality habitat was proportionally reduced even more by sea level rise than
lesser quality lands, with nearly 45.0% of all highest quality habitat becoming inundated
with a 5 m rise in sea level.
Projected urban growth had less of an impact on panther habitat availability than
sea level rise (Table 2.7). Lesser quality panther habitat was impacted more by
urbanization than current high quality habitat; the highest proportion of habitat loss
(7.3%) occurred in lower quality habitat at a 5 m sea level rise.
The combination of projected urbanization and sea level rise produced a higher
total loss of panther habitat than each individual effect (Table 2.2). The greatest effects
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from each sea level rise category were seen from the combination with 2060 predicted
growth. The largest reductions were from 5m sea level rise in combination with 2060
predicted growth results in habitat reductions between low habitat (20 – 50) by 32% (7.8
x 105 ha), medium habitat (50 – 75) by 36% (3.6 x 105 ha), and high habitat (75 – 89) by
48% (1.5 x 105 ha), totaling 35% (1.3 x 106 ha).
Black Bear
The inundation of sea level rise on suitable black bear habitat in each section had
a similar pattern (Table 2.3 – 2.5). The largest reductions in each section were again
from a combination of sea level rise and urban growth. The Pan-handle section overlain
with 5m sea level rise in combination with 2060 predicted growth results in habitat
reductions between low habitat (35 – 50) by 18% (2.3 x 105), medium habitat (50 – 75)
by 17% (6.4 x 104), and high habitat (75 – 92) by 9% (5.7 x 103), totaling 17% (3.0 x
105). The North/Central Florida section overlain with 5m sea level rise in combination
with 2060 predicted growth results in habitat reductions in low habitat (30 – 50) by 33%
(3.3 x 105), medium habitats (50 – 75) by 24%(2.2 x 105), and high habitats (75 – 87) by
12% (7.2 x 103), totaling 28% (5.6 x 105). The South Florida section overlain 5m sea
level rise in combination with 2060 predicted growth results in habitat reductions in low
habitat (25 – 50) by 61% (2.3x 105), medium habitat (50 – 75) by 72% (1.9 x 105), and
high habitat (75 – 83) by 71% (6.2 x 104), totaling 66% (4.75 x 105).

DISCUSSION
Top predators can exert direct and indirect keystone influences on ecosystems at
multiple spatial and temporal scales (Paine 1966, Estes et al. 1978, Terborgh 1988,
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McLaren and Peterson 1994, Mittelbach et al 1995). Consequently, the loss of members
of this apex trophic group can have unpredictable, often adverse ecological and economic
impacts (Cote et al. 2004, Myers et al. 2007). Sala (2006) suggested that the presence of
large carnivores could be, “crucial for buffering the effects of global warming and also
for reducing uncertainty in an increasingly unpredictable and warmer world”. However,
where humans occur, large carnivores have fared poorly or become extinct (Woodroffe
2000).
Although historically ubiquitous throughout most of Florida, overexploitation and
habitat degradation and loss during the past 2 centuries caused drastic reductions in range
and abundance of the black bear (Ursus americanus floridanus) and Florida panther
(Puma concolor coryi), the state’s only 2 extant large carnivores. Despite a population
increase in the past 2 decades, only around 100 federally endangered panthers exist and
exclusively inhabit south Florida, while 500-1250 black bears inhabit 8 disjunct
subpopulations statewide. As such, the projected doubling of the human population in
Florida over the next century (Zwick and Carr 2006) and global climate change could
independently or synergistically threaten the viability of both species at various temporal
and scales.
Our models identified current suitable habitat for both panther and black bear in
Florida and potential future loss of these areas caused by urbanization and sea level rise
from global warming. We found that by 2060, sea level rise has a much greater potential
to reduce available habitat for both species than urbanization. This is because with the
exception of the Highlands County black bear population, population centers for both
black bear and panther occur on relatively well protected public land. However, these
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core areas are increasingly surrounded by a landscape fragmented by humans and land
use conversion to uses incompatible with either species. Although direct habitat loss from
urban development in our model was small compared with that caused by rising seas, our
findings account for neither the insularizing effects of urbanization, nor for the creation
of deleterious edge effects into core areas. All current protected areas in Florida are too
small to self-sustain long-term genetically viable populations of black bear or panther if
they become encapsulated by a sea of urban development that prevents effective
exchange of individuals among them.
Our model projected urbanization to convert up to 15.6% of available land in the state
by 2060, particularly in the North/Central section along Interstate 4 (Tampa Bay,
Orlando, Daytona Beach corridor) thus substantially increasing the likelihood of
fragmentation and concomitant decreased connectivity among these bear subpopulations,
and decreasing the likelihood of panther colonization to northern Florida. Because of its
reliance on private lands as core habitat, the Highlands bear population in south Florida
may be particularly vulnerable to urban development if the large ranches in these areas
become subdivided and developed, and if coastal inundation causes mass relocation of
humans to this relatively high elevation region along the Lake Wales Ridge. Projected
urban growth had less of an impact in reducing habitat availability for both species in the
Panhandle region.
As our model points out even a relatively modest 1 m increase in sea level will
inundate approximately 16% of all land in Florida, particularly low elevation areas along
coasts and major rivers. A 5 m sea level rise would submerge nearly a third (32%) of the
state. The Florida panther is particularly vulnerable to sea level rise because the majority
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of its range occurs in low-lying south Florida between the Caloosahatchee River and
major wetlands such as Everglades National Park and Lake Okeechobee. Available
panther habitat in south Florida will be reduced and available bear habitat reduced by
approximately 60% (Table 2.6), depending on the amount of sea level rise. These
findings indicate that sea level rise of 5 m alone could substantially increase the risk of
extirpation of Florida panther and the Big Cypress bear population. The availability of
habitat for both species was less impacted by rising seas in the North/Central and
Panhandle regions, with impacts being most pronounced on low quality habitat in the
former and the Chassahowitzka Wildlife Management Area, and high quality bear
habitats in the Apalachicola National Forest of the latter. Despite the lack of direct
habitat losses in these areas to both species, the decreased distance to coastal areas as a
result of inundation may leave these once inland areas more vulnerable to storms.
Our findings suggest that the combined effects of sea level rise and urban sprawl
severely threaten the long-term viability of both species. In the worst case scenario, a 5m
sea level rise and projected urban growth by 2060 causes a loss of 34.6% of the most
valuable panther habitat, both current and modeled potential future, most of which occurs
due to inundation of public lands, particularly the Everglades. This gloomy
prognostication, coupled with the lack of political will to initiate reintroduction of Florida
panthers elsewhere, requires wildlife managers and land stewards to initiate contingency
plans that seek to acquire, manage, or restore lands near current panther range at the
highest elevation possible. Without these measures, loss of current panther habitat would
quickly lead to decreased carrying capacity and potentially demographic collapse within
the next century.
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Our model was able to identify areas outside current core range in south Florida best
suited for panther reintroduction given the worst case urban sprawl and sea level rise
scenarios. These included: 1) the Panhandle region (Apalachicola National Forest, Tate’s
Hell State Forest, and private lands; Appendix 2.A Figure 1), 2) North/Central Florida
(Osceola National Forest, the “Big Bend” Region around Mallory Swamp Restoration
Area, Upper Steinhatchee Conservation Area and conservation easements by Bailey
Brothers and Forest Systems, and other large holdings of private property; Appendix 2.A
Figure 2), 3) Central Florida (Green Swamp and surrounding conservation easements as
well as the Withlacoochee State Forest, Avon Park Air Force Range, Kissimmee Prairie
Reserve, Lake Wales Ridge State Forest, Blue Cypress Conservation Area, Three Forks
Marsh Conservation Areas, River Lakes Conservation Area, and private lands; Appendix
2.A Figure 3), and 4) dispersal areas immediately north of current range (Babcock Ranch
Preserve, J.W. Corbett Wildlife Management Area, Fisheating Creek Wildlife
Management Area, and large tracts of private lands; Appendix 2.A Figure 4).
We also identified areas outside the 8 major black bear subpopulations outside current
range best suited for recolonization or reintroduction given the worst case urban sprawl
and sea level rise scenarios. These included: 1) the Panhandle region (Blackwater River
State Forest, portions of Tate’s Hell State Forest, Aucilla Wildlife Management Area,
Flint Rock Tract, and large tracts of private land to the west of Apalachicola; Appendix
2.B Figures 1 - 2), 2) North/Central Florida (Raiford Wildlife Management Area,
Marjorie Harris Carr Cross Florida Greenway State Recreation and Conservation Area,
Bailey Brothers Conservation Easement, Withlacoochee State Forest, Mallory Swamp
Restoration Area, and Lake George State Forest; Appendix 2.B Figures – - 5) and 3)
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South Florida (Babcock Ranch Preserve, Fred C. Babcock-Cecil M. Webb Wildlife
Management Area, Fisheating Creek Wildlife Management Area, J.W. Corbett Wildlife
Management Area, and large tracts of private land; Appendix 2.B Figure 6).
In conclusion, our models indicated that projected increases in urbanization and
sea level rise within the next half century may cause further range reductions and
decreases in abundance of Florida’s only 2 extant native large carnivores, panther and
black bear. Because of its restricted range in low-lying south Florida and small
population size, the Florida panther is perhaps the federally endangered mammal in most
immediate danger of experiencing a precipitous population decline and possible
extinction due to projected rising sea levels caused by global climate change. Without
establishment of a panther population outside of south Florida, the long-term prospects of
this felid appear grim.
For similar climate change and urbanization scenarios, the black bear should fare
somewhat better than the panther, primarily because it occurs in scattered subpopulations
statewide, many of which are in areas of higher elevation, and because of its potential for
connectivity within a statewide meta-population and to the continental mainland.
However, both sea level rise and urbanization threaten to further isolate existing
subpopulations of bears, particularly those on the coast and along urban corridors.
We recommend that wildlife managers and land stewards take a proactive approach in
planning multiple contingencies for maintaining viable populations of these 2 carnivores
into the near future. Without adequate planning and subsequent action to address these
looming threats, the synergistic effects of inundation from rising seas and urbanization
could lead to rapid extinction of one or both species before the end of the 21st century.
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Figure 2.1. MaxEnt Output for Modeled Florida Panther Habitat in Florida.
Darker colors represent higher quality habitat, while the lightest colors represent unsuitable
habitat.
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Figure 2.2. AUC Curve for the MaxEnt Panther Model.
This figure shows AUC values for the training data and test data, along with an expected
random model.
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Figure 2.3. MaxEnt Output for Modeled Black Bear Habitat in the Panhandle Section of
Florida.
Darker colors represent higher quality habitat, while the lightest colors represent unsuitable
habitat.
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Figure 2.4. MaxEnt Output for Modeled Black Bear Habitat in the North/Central Section of
Florida.
Darker colors represent higher quality habitat, while the lightest colors represent unsuitable
habitat.
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Figure 2.5. MaxEnt Output for Modeled Black Bear Habitat in the South Florida Section.
Darker colors represent higher quality habitat, while the lightest colors represent unsuitable
habitat.
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Table 2.1. Suitable, Medium, and prime carnivore habitat for Florida as modeled using
MaxEnt
Carnivore Habitat in Florida
Suitable Habitata
Medium Habitatb
Prime Habitatc
Species
% Total Ha
% Suit. Hab. Ha
% Suit. Hab. Ha
Florida Panther 17.24 2.94 x 10^6
36.76 1.08 x 10^6
11.69 3.43 x 10^5
Black Bear
19.10 3.25 x 10^6
48.63 1.58 x 10^6
12.02 3.91 x 10^5
a
Habitat categorized from 25 – 89 (panther) and 92 (black bear). Some areas of Florida
do not have as low a threshold as 25 or as high a threshold as 92. Could cause an
overestimation of habitat.
b
Habitat categorized from 50 – 75.
c
Habitat categorized from 75 – 89 (panther) and 92 (black bear).
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Table 2.2. Panther habitat lost due to the combination of urban development and sea level
rise.
Projected Future Panther Habitat Destroyed Due to Sea Level Rise and Urban
Development
Projected Sea Level Rise
1m
3m
5m
Region Species
Year Hab. Cat. % Lost/Ha x 10 %Lost/Ha x 10 %Lost/Ha x 10
SW FL Florida Panther 2020 Low
8.94a/2.17^5
17.73/4.29^5
26.70/6.46^5
Med
9.47 /9.50^4
22.45/2.25^5
33.02/3.31^5
High
8.34 /2.65^4
30.03/9.55^4
43.90/1.40^5
Total
9.04 /3.38^5
20.04/7.50^5
29.85/1.12^6
2040

Low
Med
High
Total

11.60 /2.80^5
10.54 /1.06^5
9.10 /2.90^4
11.08 /4.14^5

2060

20.34/4.92^5
23.76/2.38^5
31.71/1.01^5
22.22/8.31^5

28.72/6.95^5
33.64/3.37^5
43.46/1.38^5
31.30/1.17^6

Low
15.55 /3.76^5
24.81/6.01^5
32.37/7.83^5
Med
12.29 /1.23^5
25.77/2.58^5
35.89/3.60^5
High
10.32 /3.28^4
32.43/1.03^5
47.55/1.51^5
Total
14.23 /5.32^5 25.72/ 9.62^5
34.60/1.29^6
a
Percentages are conservative because they do not take into account edge effects of
urban sprawl and salt water intrusion associated with sea level rise.
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Table 2.3. Black bear habitat in the panhandle section of Florida lost due to the
combination of urban development and sea level rise.
Projected Future Black Habitat Destroyed Due to Sea Level Rise and Urban
Development
Projected Sea Level Rise
1m
3m
5m
Region Species Year Hab. Cat. % Lost Ha x 10 %Lost Ha x 10 %Lost Ha x 10
Phdlea Black Bear 2020
Low
3.80b 4.91^4
9.74 1.26^5 14.50 1.87^5
Med
5.27 1.91^4 10.90 3.96^4 16.73 6.07^5
High
1.81 1.08^3
4.98 2.99^3
9.43 5.65^3
Total
4.04 6.93^4
9.82 1.69^5 14.78 2.54^5
2040

Low
Med
High
Total

5.13 6.34^4 11.03 1.43^5
5.57 2.02^5 11.20 4.07^4
1.81 1.09^3
4.98 3.00^3
5.11 8.80^5 10.86 1.86^5

2060

15.75 2.04^5
17.03 6.18^4
9.43 5.64^3
15.80 2.71^5

Low
7.18 9.29^4 13.01 1.68^5 17.66 2.28^5
Med
6.05 2.19^4 11.07 4.23^4 17.49 6.35^4
High
1.82 1.09^3
4.99 2.99^4
9.44 5.66^3
Total
6.76 1.16^5 12.45 2.14^5 17.34 2.98^5
a
Panhandle Section of Florida
b
Percentages are conservative because they do not take into account edge effects of
urban sprawl and salt water intrusion associated with sea level rise.
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Table 2.4. Black bear habitat in the north/central section of Florida lost due to the
combination of urban development and sea level rise.
Projected Future Black Habitat Destroyed Due to Sea Level Rise and Urban
Development
Projected Sea Level Rise
1m
3m
5m
Region Species
Year Hab. Cat. % Lost Ha x 10 %Lost Ha x 10 %Lost Ha x 10
N/C FLa Black Bear 2020 Low
7.89b 7.77^4 14.74 1.45^5 20.10 1.97^5
Med
3.29
3.04^4 10.76 9.96^4 16.51 1.53^5
High
0.47
2.73^2
5.54 3.20^3 10.29 5.94^4
Total
6.00
1.08^5 12.60 2.48^5 18.12 3.57^5
2040

Low
Med
High
Total

14.64
6.62
1.50
10.49

2060

1.44^5 21.13 2.08^5
3.13^4 13.99 1.29^5
8.63^2
6.35 3.66^3
2.06^5 17.34 3.41^5

26.03
19.42
10.91
22.48

2.56^5
1.80^5
6.30^3
4.42^5

Low
22.72
2.34^5 28.72 2.83^5 33.19 3.27^5
Med
11.90
1.10^5 19.08 1.77^5 24.10 2.23^5
High
3.58
2.07^3
8.13 4.69^3 12.41 7.16^3
Total
17.07
3.36^5 23.58 4.64^5 28.31 5.57^5
a
North/Central Section of Florida
b
Percentages are conservative because they do not take into account edge effects of
urban sprawl and salt water intrusion associated with sea level rise.
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Table 2.5. Black bear habitat in the south Florida section lost due to the combination of
urban development and sea level rise.
Projected Future Black Habitat Destroyed Due to Sea Level Rise and Urban
Development
Projected Sea Level Rise
1m
3m
5m
Region Species Year Hab. Cat. % Lost Ha x 10 %Lost Ha x 10 %Lost Ha x 10
South FL Black Bear 2020 Low
17.23a 6.44^4 38.64 1.45^5 53.09 1.98^5
Med
11.02 2.88^4 37.88 9.90^4 66.32 1.73^5
High
11.63 1.00^4 34.75 2.99^4 65.50 5.64^4
Total
14.31 1.03^5 37.90 2.73^5 59.37 4.28^5
2040

Low
Med
High
Total

21.37 8.00^4 42.18 1.58^5 55.75 2.08^5
16.62 4.34^4 42.50 1.11^5 68.56 1.79^5
18.68 1.61^4 40.95 3.52^4 68.28 5.87^4
19.33 1.39^4 42.15 3.04^5 61.89 4.46^5

2060

Low
26.92 1.01^5 47.41 1.77^5 60.62 2.27^5
Med
20.63 5.39^4 46.30 1.21^5 71.64 1.87^5
High
23.24 2.00^4 45.20 3.89^4 71.42 6.15^4
Total
24.20 1.75^5 46.76 3.37^5 65.90 4.75^5
a
Percentages are conservative because they do not take into account edge effects of
urban sprawl and salt water intrusion associated with sea level rise.
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Table 2.6. Suitable carnivore habitat inundated solely by sea level rise.
Sea Level Rise and Destroyed Habitat in Florida
Region
Species Meters Lost Habitat category
SW FL Florida Panther
1
Suitable Habitata
3
5

%Lost
8.69b
19.58
29.82

Hectares Lost
3.25 x 10^5
7.32 x 10^5
1.12 x 10^6

Panhandle Black Bear

1
3
5

3.16
8.21
12.55

6.21 x 10^4
1.62 x 10^5
2.47 x 10^5

Nor/Cen

1
3
5

3.17
10.77
39.29

5.44 x 10^4
1.85 x 10^5
6.74 x 10^5

Black Bear

S. Florida Black Bear

1
12.28
8.86 x 10^4
3
36.54
2.64 x 10^5
5
58.65
4.23 x 10^5
a
Habitat categorized from 25 – 89 (panther) and 92 (black bear). Some areas of Florida
do not have as low a threshold as 25 or as high a threshold as 92. Could cause
overestimation of habitat.
b
Percentages are conservation because salt water intrusion towards non-coastal areas.
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Table 2.7. Suitable carnivore habitat destroyed solely by urban sprawl.
Urban Growth and Destroyed Habitat in Florida
Region Species
Year
SW FL Florida Panther 2020
2040
2060
Phdle

Habitat category
Suitable Habitata

%Lost
0.36b
2.46
5.68

Hectares Lost
1.34 x 10^4
9.22 x 10^4
2.12 x 10^5

Black Bear

2020
2040
2060

0.43
1.51
3.19

7.33 x 10^3
2.60 x 10^4
5.48 x 10^4

Nor/Cen Black Bear

2020
2040
2060

2.23
7.04
13.34

4.38 x 10^4
1.39 x 10^5
2.63 x 10^5

S. FL

Black Bear

2020
2.12
1.53 x 10^4
2040
7.36
5.31 x 10^4
2060
12.30
8.87 x 10^4
a
Habitat categorized from 25 – 89 (panther) and 92 (black bear). Some areas of Florida
do not have as low a threshold as 25 or as high a threshold as 92. Could cause
overestimation of habitat.
b
Percentages lost are conservative due to edge effects of urban sprawl.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1.A: Black Bear Habitat Classification
*Assumption: Forest Obligates
Classification
Vegetation Type
1
Xeric Oak Scrub
Sand Pine Scrub
Sandhill
Mixed-Pine Hardwood
Pinelands
Cabbage Palm-Live Oak
Tropical Hardwood
Australian Pine
2

3

Literature Review
Maehr et al. 2001
Maehr et al. 2003, Larkin et al. 2004,
Maehr and Wooding 1992
Maehr et al. 2003, Larkin et al. 2004,
Maehr et al. 2001
Maehr and Wooding 1992
Larkin et al. 2004, Maehr and
Wooding 1992, Maehr et al. 2003
Maehr and Wooding 1992, Maehr et
al. 2003
Maehr and Wooding 1992
Larkin et al. 2004

Shrub Swamp
Bay Swamp
Cypress Swamp

Maehr and Wooding 1992
Larkin et al. 2004
Maehr and Wooding 1992, Maehr et
al. 2003
Cypress/Pine/Cabbage Palm Maehr and Wooding 1992, Maehr et
al. 2003, Larkin et al. 2004
Mixed Wetland Forest
Maehr et al. 2001, Maehr et al. 2003
Hardwood Swamp
Larkin et al. 2004, Maehr and
Wooding 1992
Hydric Hammock
Maehr and Wooding 1992
Bottomland Hardwood
Maehr et al. 2003
Bare Soil/Clearcut
Unknown

4

Dry Prairie
Freshwater Marsh/Prairie
Mangrove Swamp
Shrub and Brushland

Maehr et al. 2001
Larkin et al. 2004
Maehr 1997
Larkin et al. 2004

5

Unimproved Pasture
Citrus
Exotic Plants
Melaleuca
Brazilian Pepper

Provides Cover
Provides Cover
Provides Cover
Provides Cover
Provides Cover

6

Grassland
Improved Pasture
Sugar Cane

No Cover
No Cover
No Cover
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7

Row/Field Crop
Other Agriculture
High Impact Urban
Low Impact Urban
Extractive
Coastal Strand
Sand/Beach
Sawgrass Marsh
Cattail Marsh
Salt Marsh
Scrub Mangrove
Tidal Flat
Open Water

No Cover
No Cover
No Cover
No Cover
No Cover
No Cover
No Cover
Body of Water
Body of Water
Body of Water
Body of Water
Body of Water
Body of Water
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Appendix 1.B: Florida Panther Habitat Classification
*Assumption: Primarily Forest Obligates
Classification
Habitat
Literature Review
1
Dry Prairie
Land et al. 2007, Cox et al. 2006,
Kautz et al. 2006
Mixed-Pine Hardwood
Maehr 1992
Pinelands
Maehr 1992, Kautz et al. 2006
Cabbage Palm/Live Oak
Maehr 1992
Tropical Hardwood
Maehr 1992
2
Shrub Swamp
Land et al. 2007
Bay Swamp
Provides Cover
Cypress Swamp
Land 2007, Maehr 1992, Kautz et al.
2006
Mixed Wetland Forest
Land 2007
Hardwood Swamp
Kautz et al. 2006
Hydric Hammock
Provides Cover
3
Xeric Oak Scrub
Not in current range, but provides
cover; unknown
Sand Pine Scrub
Not in current range, but provides
cover; unknown
Sandhill
Not in current range, but provides
cover; unknown
Bare Soil/Clearcut
Unknown
4
Freshwater Marsh/Prairie
Kautz et al. 2006
Shrub and Brushland
Kautz et al. 2006
Grassland
Kautz et al. 2005, Cox et al. 2006
5
Unimproved Pasture
Kautz et al. 2006
Citrus
Kautz et al. 2006
Exotic Plants
Provides Cover
Australian Pine
Provides Cover
Melalueca
Provides Cover
Brazilian Pepper
Maehr 1992
6
Improved Pasture
No Cover
Sugar Cane
No Cover
Row/Field Crops
Kautz et al. 2006
Other Agriculture
No Cover
High Impact Urban
No Cover
Low Impact Urban
No Cover
Extractive
No Cover
7
Coastal Strand
Kautz et al. 2007
Sand/Beach
No Cover
Sawgrass Marsh
Body of Water
Cattail Marsh
Body of Water
Salt Marsh
Body of Water
Mangrove Swamp
Maehr 1997
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Scrub Mangrove
Tidal Flat
Open Water

Body of Water
Body of Water
Body of Water
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Appendix 2.A: Florida Panther Critical Habitat Maps
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Figure 1. Apalachicola region of the Florida panhandle inundated with 5m sea level rise
and 2060 projected urban sprawl. Remaining green – brown areas are high priority
conservation areas for Florida panther after sea level rise and urban development. These
areas are: Apalachicola National Forest, Tate’s Hell State Forest, and private lands.
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Figure 2. Osceola National Forest region of north/central Florida inundated with 5m sea
level rise and 2060 projected urban sprawl. Remaining green – brown areas are high
priority conservation areas for Florida panther after sea level rise and urban development.
These areas are: Osceola National Forest, the “Big Bend” Region around Mallory
Swamp Restoration Area, Upper Steinhatchee Conservation Area and conservation
easements by Bailey Brothers and Forest Systems, and other large holdings of private
property.
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Figure 3. Green Swamp region of north/central Florida inundated with 5m sea level rise
and 2060 projected urban sprawl. Remaining green – brown areas are high priority
conservation areas for Florida panther after sea level rise and urban development. These
areas are: Green Swamp and surrounding conservation easements as well as the
Withlacoochee State Forest, Avon Park Air Force Range, Kissimmee Prairie Reserve,
Lake Wales Ridge State Forest, Blue Cypress Conservation Area, Three Forks Marsh
Conservation Areas, River Lakes Conservation Area, and private lands.
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Figure 4. Big Cypress/Everglades region of south Florida inundated with 5m sea level
rise and 2060 projected urban sprawl. Remaining green – brown areas are present/future
dispersal areas for Florida panther. These areas are: Babcock Ranch Preserve, J.W.
Corbett Wildlife Management Area, Fisheating Creek Wildlife Management Area, and
large tracts of private lands.
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Appendix 2.B: Black Bear Critical Habitat Maps
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Figure 1. Eglin Air Force Base region of the Florida panhandle inundated with 5m sea
level rise and 2060 projected urban sprawl. Remaining green – brown areas are high
priority current and future dispersal and conservation areas for Florida black bear after
sea level rise and urban development. These areas are: Blackwater River State Forest
and Eglin Air Force Base.
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Figure 2. Apalachicola National Forest region of the Florida panhandle inundated with
5m sea level rise and 2060 projected urban sprawl. Remaining green – brown areas are
high priority current and future dispersal and conservation areas for Florida black bear
after sea level rise and urban development. These areas are: Apalachicola National
Forest, portions of Tate’s Hell State Forest, Aucilla Wildlife Management Area, Flint
Rock Tract, and large tracts of private land to the west of Apalachicola.
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Figure 3. Osceola National Forest region of north Florida fragmented with 2060
projected urban sprawl. Remaining green – brown areas are high priority current and
future dispersal and conservation areas for Florida black bear after 2060 urban
development. These areas are: Osceola National Forest, Raiford Wildlife Management
Area, and private lands to the west of Osceola National Forest.
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Figure 4. “Big bend” region of north Florida inundated with 5m sea level rise and 2060
projected urban sprawl. Remaining green – brown areas are high priority current and
future dispersal and conservation areas for Florida black bear after sea level rise and
urban development. These areas are: Ocala National Forest, Mallory Swamp Restoration
Area, Harris Carr Cross Florida Greenway State Recreation and Conservation Area,
Bailey Brothers Conservation Easement, and Lake George State Forest.
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Figure 5. Green Swamp region of central Florida inundated with 5m sea level rise and
2060 projected urban sprawl. Remaining green – brown areas are high priority current
and future dispersal and conservation areas for Florida black bear after sea level rise and
urban development. These areas are: Green Swamp and Withlacoochee State Forest. The
Chassahowitzka Wildlife Management area is completely inundated from 3 – 5m.
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Figure 6. Big Cypress/Everglades region of south Florida inundated with 5m sea level
rise and 2060 projected urban sprawl. Remaining green – brown areas are present/future
dispersal areas for Florida black bear. These areas are: Babcock Ranch Preserve, Fred C.
Babcock-Cecil M. Webb Wildlife Management Area, Fisheating Creek Wildlife
Management Area, J.W. Corbett Wildlife Management Area, and large tracts of private
land.
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Appendix 3: Florida Panther and Black bear Habitat Analysis
Table 1. Percentage of Florida panther VHF points by habitat type and distance class to
road: rows show percentage of points by habitat type for each distance category;
columns show percentage of points by distance category for each habitat type. Totals for
each row and column are in bold.

Distance Categories (m)
0 – 299
300 – 599
600 – 899
900 – 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 8,999
9,000 - 14,999
15,000 - 29,999
30,000 - 59,999
Total

Habitat Type
Avoid (%)
Neutral(%)
0.13
0.20
0.24
0.21
0.16
0.40
0.92
2.62
0.75
1.85
0.73
2.01
0.77
1.82
1.92
4.32
1.94
2.09
0.02
0.01
7.60
15.53
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Selected (%) Sub-total%
1.43
1.76
1.91
2.36
1.96
2.51
16.15
19.69
15.05
17.65
12.54
15.29
8.93
11.52
13.48
19.72
5.42
9.46
0.01
0.04
76.87
100.00

Table 2. Percentage of Florida panther VHF points by habitat type and distance class to
urban areas: rows show percentage of points by habitat type for each distance category;
columns show percentage of points by distance category for each habitat type. Totals for
each row and column are in bold.

Distance Categories (m)
0 – 299
300 – 599
600 – 899
900 – 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 8,999
9,000 - 14,999
15,000 – 29,999
Total

Habitat Type
Avoid (%)
Neutral (%)
0.18
0.20
0.12
0.40
0.17
0.33
1.85
3.96
1.79
4.31
1.47
2.87
0.74
1.38
1.06
1.69
0.21
0.34
7.60
15.53
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Selected (%)
0.81
1.62
2.25
21.52
21.98
16.59
6.33
4.38
0.83
76.87

Sub-Total %
1.18
2.13
2.76
27.33
28.08
20.93
8.44
7.14
1.38
100.00

Table 3. Percentage of black bear VHF points by habitat type and distance class to
roads: rows show percentage of points by habitat type for each distance category;
columns show percentage of points by distance category for each habitat type.
a: Eglin Air Force Base black bear habitat and road frequencies
b: Apalachicola National Forest black bear habitat and road frequencies
c: Osceola National Forest black bear habitat and road frequencies
d: Ocala National Forest black bear habitat and road frequencies
e: Chassahowitzka National Wildlife Refuge black bear habitat and road frequencies
f: Highlands County black bear habitat and road frequencies
g: South-West Florida black bear habitat and road frequencies
Totals for each row and column are in bold.

(a) Eglin
Distance Categories (m)
0 – 299
300 – 599
600 – 899
900 – 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 8,999
9,000 - 14,999
Total

(b) Apalachicola
Distance Categories (m)
0 – 299
300 – 599
600 – 899
900 – 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 8,999
9,000 - 14,999
Total

Avoid (%)
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.62
0.24
0.43
0.00
0.36
1.72

Habitat Type
Neutral (%)
0.00
0.00
0.03
1.18
1.34
0.09
0.22
0.73
3.59

Selected (%)
0.26
1.00
1.42
22.96
17.64
17.80
10.07
23.54
94.69

Sub-Total %
0.27
1.02
1.49
24.76
19.22
18.31
10.29
24.64
100.00

Avoid (%)
0.01
0.00
0.05
0.48
0.48
0.89
0.57
0.00
2.47

Habitat Type
Neutral (%)
0.01
0.02
0.10
1.24
2.39
0.67
0.57
0.00
5.00

Selected (%)
0.34
1.13
1.20
25.29
24.97
25.38
9.45
4.77
92.53

Sub-Total %
0.36
1.15
1.35
27.00
27.83
26.94
10.59
4.77
100.00
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(c) Osceola
Distance Categories (m)
0 – 299
300 – 599
600 – 899
900 – 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 8,999
9,000 - 14,999
Total

Avoid (%)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.04
0.00
0.12
0.39
0.57

Habitat Type
Neutral (%)
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.58
1.97
2.22
2.05
2.19
9.04

Selected (%)
0.01
0.03
0.05
4.12
9.05
11.89
17.37
47.87
90.39

Sub-Total %
0.01
0.03
0.08
4.73
11.07
14.11
19.53
50.44
100.00

(d) Ocala
Distance Categories (m)
0 – 299
300 – 599
600 – 899
900 – 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 8,999
9,000 - 14,999
Total

Habitat Type
Avoid (%)
Neutral (%)
0.02
0.03
0.05
0.09
0.27
0.18
1.11
1.67
0.51
2.60
0.48
1.26
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.44
5.82

Selected (%)
0.67
1.72
2.83
32.79
26.59
19.22
7.48
0.44
91.74

Sub-Total %
0.72
1.86
3.28
35.57
29.70
20.96
7.48
0.44
100.00

(e) Chassahowitzka
Distance Categories (m)
0 – 299
300 – 599
600 – 899
900 – 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 8,999
Total

Habitat Type
Avoid (%)
Neutral (%)
0.02
0.01
0.09
0.05
0.29
0.04
2.54
0.81
5.08
0.92
0.65
0.00
0.42
0.00
9.09
1.83

Selected (%)
0.26
1.01
1.82
41.15
27.50
6.95
10.40
89.08

Sub-Total %
0.29
1.14
2.15
44.50
33.50
7.60
10.81
100.00
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(f) Highlands County
Distance Categories (m)
0 – 299
300 – 599
600 – 899
900 – 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 8,999
Total

Habitat Type
Avoid (%)
Neutral (%)
0.00
0.52
0.00
0.13
0.00
1.03
0.13
3.23
0.00
1.16
0.13
0.91
0.00
1.42
0.26
8.41

Selected (%)
0.52
2.58
5.05
35.32
26.13
16.17
5.30
91.33

Sub-Total %
1.03
2.98
6.08
38.68
27.30
17.21
6.73
100.00

(g) South-West Florida
Distance Category (m)
0 – 299
300 – 599
600 – 899
900 – 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 8,999
9,000 - 14,999
15,000 - 29,999
Total

Habitat Type
Avoid (%)
Neutral (%)
0.74
1.61
0.53
2.08
0.39
1.44
2.13
7.70
0.70
3.24
0.17
0.91
0.13
0.50
0.01
0.27
0.03
0.16
4.82
18.66

Selected (%)
4.32
7.30
5.04
31.63
13.52
7.75
2.44
1.54
0.44
76.52

Sub-Total %
6.68
9.91
6.86
41.46
17.46
8.83
3.07
1.83
0.63
100.00
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Table 4. Percentage of black bear VHF points by habitat type and distance class to urban
areas: : rows show percentage of points by habitat type for each distance category;
columns show percentage of points by distance category for each habitat type.
a: Eglin Air Force Base black bear habitat and urban frequencies
b: Apalachicola National Forest black bear habitat and urban frequencies
c: Osceola National Forest black bear habitat and urban frequencies
d: Ocala National Forest black bear habitat and urban frequencies
e: Chassahowitzka National Wildlife Refuge black bear habitat and urban frequencies
f: Highlands County black bear habitat and urban frequencies
g: South-West Florida black bear habitat and urban frequencies
Totals for each row and column are in bold.
(a) Eglin
Distance Categories (m)
0 – 299
300 – 599
600 – 899
900 – 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
Total

(b) Apalachicola
Distance Categories (m)
0 – 299
300 – 599
600 – 899
900 – 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 8,999
9,000 - 14,999
Total

Avoid (%)
0.08
0.09
0.05
0.94
0.30
1.46

Habitat Type
Neutral (%)
0.02
0.04
0.32
3.52
0.76
4.66

Selected (%)
1.42
5.18
8.33
71.65
7.29
93.87

Sub-Total %
1.52
5.31
8.70
76.12
8.36
100.00

Avoid (%)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.19
0.53
0.85
0.85
2.64

Habitat Type
Neutral (%)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.57
1.32
1.06
1.19
0.28
4.41

Selected (%)
0.00
0.03
0.12
10.99
16.12
23.89
23.41
18.38
92.95

Sub-Total %
0.00
0.03
0.12
11.78
17.63
25.47
25.45
19.51
100.00
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(c) Osceola
Distance Categories (m)
0 – 299
300 – 599
600 – 899
900 – 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 8,999
9,000 - 14,999
15,000 - 29,999
Total

Avoid (%)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.04
0.00
0.10
0.23
0.23
0.62

Habitat Type
Neutral (%)
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.53
1.80
1.74
1.65
2.24
0.69
8.68

Selected (%)
0.01
0.02
0.05
3.62
8.00
8.15
10.09
54.32
6.43
90.69

Sub-Total %
0.01
0.03
0.07
4.17
9.84
9.89
11.85
56.79
7.35
100.00

(d) Ocala
Distance Categories (m)
0 – 299
300 – 599
600 – 899
900 – 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 8,999
Total

Avoid (%)
0.01
0.04
0.12
1.26
0.62
0.48
0.03
2.55

Habitat Type
Neutral (%)
0.01
0.05
0.07
1.43
1.40
2.69
0.20
5.85

Selected (%)
0.17
0.67
1.21
27.28
29.75
30.92
1.60
91.60

Sub-Total %
0.19
0.75
1.40
29.97
31.76
34.09
1.83
100.00

(e) Chassahowitzka
Distance Categories (m)
0 – 299
300 – 599
600 – 899
900 – 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 8,999
Total

Habitat Type
Avoid (%)
Neutral (%)
0.23
0.01
0.36
0.15
0.56
0.24
2.87
0.90
0.67
0.00
1.17
0.23
0.30
0.00
6.16
1.54

Selected (%)
1.67
3.26
4.65
44.91
18.20
10.28
9.32
92.30

Sub-Total %
1.91
3.78
5.46
48.69
18.87
11.69
9.62
100.00
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(f) Highlands County
Distance Categories (m)
0 – 299
300 – 599
600 – 899
900 – 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 8,999
Total

Avoid (%)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.37

Habitat Type
Neutral (%)
0.01
0.05
0.33
2.74
1.28
1.79
2.96
9.16

Selected (%)
0.09
0.41
1.53
36.41
44.92
6.13
0.99
90.48

Sub-Total %
0.10
0.46
1.86
39.26
46.19
8.18
3.94
100.00

(g) South-West Florida
Distance Categories (m)
0 – 299
300 – 599
600 – 899
900 – 2,999
3,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 8,999
9,000 - 14,999
15,000 - 29,999
Total

Habitat Type
Avoid (%)
Neutral (%)
0.70
1.87
0.49
1.77
0.37
1.93
2.18
7.82
0.57
2.95
0.41
1.58
0.04
0.44
0.01
0.23
0.04
0.07
4.82
18.66

Selected (%)
6.60
6.11
5.36
26.70
16.49
11.27
3.11
0.81
0.06
76.52

Sub-Total %
9.70
8.36
7.66
36.70
20.01
13.27
3.59
1.06
0.17
100.00
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